Ch 7. How can the brain be so fast? Q1. in what sense are brains fast? and how it is possible in spite of limitations from neuronal time constants and coding scheme. (Hint: experiments of RT shows the brains are fast; population coding scheme defines firing rate as population average rather than temporal average so that the information transmission can be reasonably fast)
Q2. how does the spontaneous cortical activity help the brain can be fast? (Hint: spontaneous cortical activity (dubbed as noises) -shifts the mean membrane potential close to threshold -induces voltage fluctuations -increases the conductance -so, the effective membrane time constant can be below 10ms.)
Ch 22. Synesthesia: What does it tell us about the emergence of qualia, metaphor, abstract thought, and language? 
Ch12. Are Neurons Adapted for Specific Computations?
Q1. What properties of the neurons in the auditory system are different from any others? (Hint: Phase-lock, detect coincidences, and encode temporal patterns all exhibit a suite of physiological and morphological adaptations that suit them for their task.) 
Ch13. How Is Time Represented in the Brain?
Q1. How is time represented in the brain?
-no simple answer -instead, we will find the following question. 
